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n Crystal structure of a camel single-domain VH antibody
fragment in complex with lysozyme. Aline Desmyter,
Thomas R Transue, Mehdi Arbabi Ghahroudi, Minh-Hoa
Dao Thi, Freddy Poortmans, Raymond Hamers, Serge
Muyldermans and Lode Wyns. Nat. Struct. Biol. 3,
803–811.
The Camelidae is the only taxonomic family known to possess
functional heavy-chain antibodies, lacking light chains. The
authors report the 2.5 Å resolution crystal structure of a camel
VH in complex with its antigen, lysozyme. Compared to human
and mouse VH domains, there are no major backbone
rearrangements in the VH framework. However, the
architecture of the region of VH that interacts with a VL in a
conventional Fv is different from any previously seen.
Moreover, the CDR1 region, although in sequence
homologous to human CDR1, deviates fundamentally from the
canonical structure. Additionally, one-half of the CDR3
contacts the VH region which in conventional
immunoglobulins interacts with a VL, whereas the other half
protrudes from the antigen binding site and penetrates deeply
into the active site of lysozyme
September 1996. Nature Structural Biology.
n An αa to βb conformational switch in EF-Tu. Kenton Abel,
Marilyn D Yoder, Rolf Hilgenfeld and Frances Jurnak.
Structure 4, 1153–1159.
The bacterial elongation factor EF-Tu recognizes and
transports aminoacyl-tRNAs to mRNA-programmed
ribosomes. EF-Tu shares many structural and functional
properties with other GTPases whose conformations are
regulated by guanine nucleotides. An intact form of Escherichia
coli EF-Tu complexed with GDP has been crystallized in the
presence of the EF-Tu-specific antibiotic GE2270 A. The
three-dimensional structure has been solved by X-ray
diffraction analysis and refined to a final crystallographic R
factor of 17.2% at a resolution of 2.5 Å. The location of the
GE2270 A antibiotic-binding site could not be identified. The
present structure represents the first view of an ordered Switch
I region in EF-Tu–GDP and reveals similarities with two other
GTPases complexed with GDP: Ran and ADP-ribosylation
factor-1. A comparison of the Switch I regions of the GTP and
GDP forms of EF-Tu also reveals that a segment, six amino
acids in length, completely converts from an α helix in the
GTP complex to β secondary structure in the GDP form. The
α to β switch in EF-Tu may represent a prototypical activation
mechanism for other protein families.
15 October 1996. Structure.
n Kinetic study on the formation of a de novo designed
heterodimeric coiled-coil: use of surface plasmon
resonance to monitor the association and dissociation
of polypeptide chains. Heman Chao, Michael E Houston
Jr, Suzanne Grothe, Cyril M Kay, Maureen O’Connor-
McCourt, Randall T Irvin and Robert S Hodges.
Biochemistry 35, 12175–12185.
The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technique was used to
study the formation kinetics of a de novo designed coiled-coil
(E/K coil). The E/K coil is made up of two distinct peptides (E
and K) each with five heptad (g-a-b-c-d-e-f) repeats. The E
peptide’s heptad sequence is E-V-S-A-L-E-K, and the K
peptide’s heptad sequence is K-V-S-A-L-K-E. A linker C-nL-
G-G-G (nL = norleucine) is present at the C terminus of the E
peptide and at the N terminus of the K peptide for the SPR
studies. For the SPR investigation, the peptides were
biotinylated and linked to streptavidin in order to increase
their effective molecular weight and consequently enhance the
signal intensity. The biosensor study revealed a slow
dissociation rate constant for the heterodimer (kd ≈ 2 × 10
–4 s–1)
and a moderately fast association rate constant [ka ≈ (4.27–4.53)
× 105 M–1 s–1]. This gives a calculated Kd of 0.47–0.50 nM,
which agrees reasonably well with the equilibrium CD studies.
Therefore, based on the SPR data, the preference for
heterodimer formation is due to a combination of moderately
fast association and slow dissociation rates.
17 September 1996. Biochemistry.
n Folding intermediates of a βb-barrel membrane protein.
Kinetic evidence for a multi-step membrane insertion
mechanism. Jörg H Kleinschmidt and Lukas K Tamm.
Biochemistry 35, 12993–13000.
The mechanism of folding and membrane insertion of integral
membrane proteins, including helix bundle and β-barrel
proteins is not well understood. A key issue is whether folding
and insertion are coupled or separable processes. The authors
have used the β-barrel outer membrane protein A (OmpA) of
E. coli as a model to study the kinetics of folding and insertion
into dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) bilayers as a
function of temperature by gel electrophoresis, protease
digestion and fluorescence spectroscopy. In addition to the
kinetically unresolved hydrophobic collapse in water, the time
course of refolding of OmpA into DOPC bilayers exhibited
three kinetic phases over a large temperature range. These
results suggest that at least two membrane-bound
intermediates exist when OmpA folds and inserts into lipid
bilayers. Temperature jump experiments demonstrate that the
low-temperature intermediates can be rapidly converted to
fully inserted native OmpA. On the basis of these and previous
results, the authors present a simple folding model for β-barrel
membrane proteins, in which folding and membrane insertion
are coupled processes which involve at least four kinetically
distinguishable steps.
8 October 1996. Biochemistry.
n Furilisin: a variant of subtilisin BPN′¢ engineered for
cleaving tribasic substrates. Marcus D Ballinger, Jeffrey
Tom and James A Wells. Biochemistry 35, 13579–13585.
The serine protease subtilisin BPN′ was engineered to cleave
proteins after tribasic sequences in a manner that resembles
the substrate specificity of furin, one of the mammalian
subtilisin homologs that processes prohormones. As a starting
point, the authors used a double mutant of subtilisin BPN′
(N62D/G166D) that showed substantial preference for
cleaving after sequences having consecutive dibasic residues
(namely, at the P1 and P2 substrate positions). Additional
specificity for basic residues was engineered at the P4 position
by introducing subtilisin-to-furin substitutions at three
hydrophobic residues that composed the S4 subsite (Y104,
I107, and L126). Replacing the natural processing site
sequence (AHAY) with a good furin substrate sequence
(RHKR) resulted in expression of the triple subtilisin mutant
(N62D/Y104D/G166D) the authors call ‘furilisin’. Furilisin
hydrolyzes synthetic tribasic substrates (succinyl-RAKR-pNA
or succinyl-KAKR-pNA) with high catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km
>3 × 105 M–1 s–1) and discriminates in favour of Arg versus Ala
at the P4 position by a factor of 360. Interestingly, the extreme
changes in substrate specificity resulted from substantial
synergy between the engineered subsites. These studies
provide a basic example of how to manipulate substrate
specificity in a modular fashion, thereby creating an
engineered enzyme that may be useful as a protein processing
tool.
22 October 1996. Biochemistry.
n Structure and function in rhodopsin. Single cysteine
substitution mutants in the cytoplasmic interhelical E–F
loop region show position-specific effects in transducin
activation. Ke Yang, David L Farrens, Wayne L Hubbell
and H Gobind Khorana. Biochemistry 35, 12464–12469.
The cytoplasmic interhelical E–F loop in rhodopsin is a part of
the region that interacts with the G-protein transducin and
rhodopsin kinase during signal transduction. In extending
previous work on systematic single cysteine substitutions of
the amino acids in the cytoplasmic C–D loop, the authors have
now replaced, one at a time, the amino acids Q225–I256 in the
E–F loop region by cysteines. All the mutants formed the
characteristic rhodopsin chromophore with 11-cis-retinal. While
most of the mutants bleached normally, L226C showed
abnormal bleaching behavior. A study of the alkylation of the
mutants by N-ethylmaleimide in the dark showed low
reactivity by some mutants, especially L226C. The rates of
transducin activatin (GT(α) –GTPγS complex formation) were
measured for all the mutants. While these were normal for the
bulk of the mutants, some (L226C, T229C, V230C, A233C,
A234C, T242C, T243C, and Q244C) showed strikingly
reduced transducin activation. The results suggest a specific
structure in the E–F loop that interacts with transducin.
23 September 1996. Biochemistry.
n Structural features and light-dependent changes in the
cytoplasmic interhelical E–F loop region of rhodopsin: a
site-directed spin-labeling study. Christian Altenbach, Ke
Yang, David L Farrens, Zohreh T Farahbakhsh, H Gobind
Khorana and Wayne L Hubbell. Biochemistry 35,
12470–12478.
Thirty consecutive single cysteine substitution mutants in the
amino acids Q225–I256 of bovine rhodopsin have been
prepared and modified with a sulfhydryl specific nitroxide
reagent. This sequence includes the E–F interhelical loop, a
transducin interaction site. The accessibilities of the attached
nitroxides to collisions with hydrophilic and hydrophobic
paramagnetic probes in solution were determined, and the
electron paramagnetic resonance spectra analyzed in terms of
sidechain mobility, both in the dark and after photoactivation.
Accessibility data show that the rhodopsin polypeptide chain
crosses and aqueous/hydrophobic boundary in the range
V227–K231 and again in the range V250–V254. In the
hydrophobic segments, both the accessibility and mobility data
are consistent with helical structures. In the regions of the
sequence located within the aqueous phase, periodic variation
in both accessibility and mobility of the spin-labeled
sidechains indicates that the E–F interhelical loop is largely α-
helical, being formed by regular extensions of the E and F
helices by about 1.5 and 3 turns, respectively. Judging from
nitroxide mobilities, the putative extension of helix E in the
aqueous phase is more dynamic than that of helix F. Changes
in the electron paramagnetic resonance characteristics of the
spin-labeled rhodopsin upon photoactivation indicate that
chromophore isomerization results in patterns of structural
changes that can be interpreted in terms of movements of
helices that extend into the aqueous loop regions.
23 September 1996. Biochemistry.
n Autonomous and reversible folding of a soluble amino-
terminally truncated segment of the mouse prion
protein. S Hornemann and RJ Glockshuber. J. Mol. Biol.
262, 614–619.
This paper does not have any special technical or theoretical
features to appear in this section, were it not for the fact that
they are related to the protein responsible for scrapie,
Creutzfeldt–Jakob and mad cow disease (BSE). In conjunction
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with a recent paper in Nature by Wüthrich and co-workers, it
establishes the basis to experimentally analyze the factors and
processes responsible for the conformational change between
the normal prion protein and its pathological form.
11 October 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Protein globularization during folding. A study by
synchrotron small angle X-ray scattering. Gennady V
Semisotnov, Hiroshi Kihara, Nina V Kotova, Kazumoto
Kimura, Yoshiyuki Amemiya, Katsuzo Wakabayash, Igor N
Serdyuk, Alexander A Timchenko, Kaori Chiba, Kiyokazu
Nikaido, Teikichi Ikura and Kunihiro Kuwajima. J. Mol. Biol.
262, 559–574.
Small-angle X-ray scattering has traditionally been used in
protein folding studies to determine the globularity of
denatured states in proteins. In this paper the authors have
used this technique to monitor the unfolding reaction of
bovine carbonic anhydrase and yeast phosphoglycerate kinase.
The most interesting result is the detection of reversible
intermolecular association which does not seem to affect
protein globularization. Similar results have been found by
other methods for the chemotactic protein from E. coli, CheY
and barnase. Protein refolding experiments at high protein
concentrations, i.e. NMR experiments, should be regarded
with caution in the light of this, and previous, papers.
4 October 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Initiation sites of protein folding by NMR analysis.
Stefan MV Freund, Kam-Bo Wong and Alan R Fersht. Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 10600–10603.
The authors have analyzed the urea denatured state of 15N
barnase to look for residual structure. In order to do so, they
have used an NMR procedure that allows a semi-quantitive
analysis of the HN–HN NOES. Interestingly enough, there is
a very good correlation between those regions more structured
than expected in a random coil conformation, and those found
to fold early in barnase. These results are important because
they indicate that certain regions of the protein sequence are
structured in the denatured state and could narrow the
conformational search. They also show that residual local
structure remains even at high urea concentrations in
agreement with experimental data from some model peptides.
1 October 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Helmholtz free energies of atom pair interactions in
proteins. Manfred J Sippl, Maria Ortner, Markus Jaritz,
Peter Lackner and Hannes Flöckner. Fold. Des. 1,
289–298; 1359-0278-001-00289. 
Radial distribution functions of atom pair interactions are
compiled from a database of known protein folds. The
functions are transformed to Helmholtz free energies using a
recipe from the statistical mechanics of dense interacting
systems. In particular, the authors concentrate on the features
of the free energy functions of peptide H-bonds. Differences
in Helmholtz free energies correspond to the reversible work
required or gained when the distance between two particles is
changed. Consequently, the functions directly display the
energetic features of the respective thermodynamic process,
such as H-bond formation or disruption. In the H-bond
potential, a high barrier isolates a deep narrow minimum at H-
bond contact from large distances, but the free energy
difference between H-bond contact and large distances is close
to zero. The energy barrier plays an intriguing role in H-bond
formation and disruption: both processes require activation
energy in the order of 2kT. H-bond formation opposes folding
to compact states, but once formed, H-bonds act as molecular
locks and a network of such bonds keeps polypeptide chains in
a precise spatial configuration. On the other hand, peptide H-
bonds do not contribute to the thermodynamic stability of
native folds, because the energy balance of H-bond formation
is close to zero.
8 July 1996. Folding & Design.
n Evaluation of atomic level mean force potentials via
inverse folding and inverse refinement of protein
structures: atomic burial position and pairwise non-
bonded interactions. Stephen E DeBolt and Jeffrey
Skolnick. Protein Eng. 9, 637–655.
Two atomic level knowledge-based mean force interaction
potentials (KBPs), a centrosymmetric burial position term and
a long-range pairwise term, were developed. These were
tested by comparing multiple configurations of three
structurally unrelated proteins and were found successfully to
(i) discriminate native state proteins from grossly misfolded
structures in inverse folding tests, (ii) rank identify, using the
KBP energy/rmsd correlation, native from progressively less
native-like (compact and dilated) structures generated via
molecular dynamics sampling, providing an energy gradient
sloping from partially unfolded structures towards near-native
states in inverse refinement tests, (iii) smooth the overall
potential energy surface in the region of dilated non-native
structures by countering local minima of the in vacuo molecular
mechanical potential and (iv) serve as a local minimum
detector during simulated temperature quenching studies.
These atomic KBPs discriminated native from nonnative
structures with greater overall sensitivity than did either a
residue-based pairwise interaction potential or an effective
solvation potential based on atomic contact volume occupancy.
The KBPs presented here are immediately useful as a tool for
selecting ‘good refinement candidates’ from an arbitrary
collection of protein configurations and may play a role in
dynamic computational protein refinement.
August 1996. Protein Engineering.
n An information theory model of hydrophobic
interactions. Gerhard Hummer, Shekhar Garde, Angel E
Garcia, Andrew Pohorille and Lawrence R Pratt. Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. USA 93, 8951–8955.
A molecular model of poorly understood hydrophobic effects is
heuristically developed using the methods of information
theory. Because primitive hydrophobic effects can be tied to
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the probability of observing a molecular-sized cavity in the
solvent, the probability distribution of the number of solvent
centres in a cavity volume is modelled on the basis of the two
moments available from the density and radial distribution of
oxygen atoms in liquid water. The modelled distribution then
yields the probability that that no solvent centres are found in
the cavity volume. This model is shown to account
quantitatively for the central hydrophobic phenomena of cavity
formation and association of inert gas solutes. The connection
of information theory to statistical thermodynamics provides a
basis for clarification of hydrophobic effects. The simplicity
and flexibility of the approach suggest that it should permit
applications to conformational equilibria of nonpolar solutes
and hydrophobic residues in biopolymers.
20 August 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Monte Carlo simulations of protein folding using
inexact potentials: how accurate must parameters be in
order to preserve the essential features of the energy
landscape? Antônio F Pereira de Araújo and Thomas C
Pochapsky. Fold. Des. 1, 299–314; 1359-0278-001-
00299.
Monte Carlo simulations of the cubic lattice protein model
with engineered sequences were performed in order to address
the issue of potential accuracy required for folding. The
potential used for sequence selection played the role of the
‘real’ potential and different levels of inaccuracy were
introduced by addition of noise. The dependence of successful
folding probability on potential noise was found to be
sigmoidal and sequence-specific and can be described by an
expression analytically derived from a simple theoretical model
in which the density of states of the system contains a
continuous region approximated by a Gaussian distribution
separated from the unique native conformation by a large
energy gap. The decrease in folding probability with potential
inaccuracy results from an average decrease in the energy gap.
Sequences with large energy gaps support larger inaccuracies
while retaining the ability to fold properly. As the energy gap is
known to correlate with thermal stability, the authors suggest a
simple criterion for specific real sequence selection in order to
maximize success probability in realistic folding simulations.
22 July 1996. Folding & Design.
n Evidence for nonrandom hydrophobicity structures in
protein chains. Anders Irbäck, Carsten Peterson and
Frank Potthast. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93,
9533–9538.
The issue of whether proteins originate from random
sequences of amino acids is addressed. A statistical analysis is
performed in terms of blocked and random walk values formed
by binary hydrophobic assignments of the amino acids along
the protein chains. Theoretical expectations of these variables
from random distributions of hydrophobicities are compared
with those obtained from functional proteins. The results,
which are based upon proteins in the SWISS-PROT database,
convincingly show that the amino acid sequences in proteins
differ from what is expected from random sequences in a
statistically significant way. By performing Fourier transforms
on the random walks, one obtains additional evidence for
nonrandomness of the distributions. The authors have also
analyzed results from a synthetic model containing only two
amino acid types, hydrophobic and hydrophilic. With
reasonable criteria on good folding properties in terms of
thermodynamical and kinetic behaviour, sequences that fold
well are isolated. Performing the same statistical analysis on
the sequences that fold well indicates similar deviations from
randomness as for the functional proteins. The deviation from
randomness can be interpreted as originating from
anticorrelations in terms of an Ising spin model for the
hydrophobicities. These  results, which differ from some
previous investigations using other methods, might have
impact on how permissive with respect to sequence specificity
the protein folding process is – only sequences with
nonrandom hydrophobicity distributions fold well. Other
distributions gave rise to energy landscapes with poor folding
properties and hence did not survive the evolution.
3 September 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n A fast conformational search strategy for finding low
energy structures of model proteins. Thomas C Beutler
and Ken A Dill. Protein Sci. 5, 2037–2043.
The authors describe a new computer algorithm for finding
low-energy conformations of proteins. It is a chain-growth
method that uses a heuristic bias function to help assemble a
hydrophobic core and is called the core-directed chain growth
(CG) method. They test the CG method on several well
known literature examples of HP lattice model proteins [in
which proteins are modelled as sequences of hydrophobic (H)
and polar (P) monomers], ranging from 20–64 monomers in two
dimensions, up to 88-mers in three dimensions. Previous
nonexhaustive methods – Monte Carlo, a Genetic Algorithm,
Hydrophobic Zippers, and Contact Interactions – have been
tried on these same model sequences. CG is substantially
better at finding the global optima and avoiding local optima,
and it does so in comparable or shorter times. CG finds the
global minimum energy of the longest HP lattice model chain
for which the global optimum is known, a 3D 88-mer that has
been reachable before only by the CHCC complete search
method. CG has the potential advantage that it should have
nonexponential scaling with chain length. This could be a
promising method for conformational searching in protein
folding algorithms.
October 1996. Protein Science.
n A thermodynamic coupling mechanism for GroEL-
mediated unfolding. Stefan Walter, George H Lorimer
and Franz X Schmid. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 93,
9425–9430.
Chaperonins prevent the aggregation of partially folded or
misfolded forms of a protein and, thus, keep it competent for
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productive folding. It was suggested that GroEL, the
chaperonin of E. coli, exerts this function by unfolding such
intermediates, presumably in a catalytic fashion. The authors
investigated the kinetic mechanism of GroEL-induced protein
unfolding by using a reduced and carbamidomethylated variant
of RNase T1, RCAM-T1, as a substrate. RCAM-T1 cannot
fold to completion, because the two disulfide bonds are
missing, and it is, thus, a good model for long-lived folding
intermediates. RCAM-T1 unfolds when GroEL is added, but
GroEL does not change the microscopic rate constant of
unfolding, ruling out the possibility that it catalyzes unfolding.
GroEL unfolds RCAM-T1 because it binds with high affinity
to the unfolded form of the protein and thereby shifts the
overall equilibrium toward the unfolded state. GroEL can
unfold a partially folded or misfolded intermediate by this
thermodynamic coupling mechanism when the Gibbs free
energy of the binding to GroEL is larger than the
conformational stability of the intermediate and when the rate
of its unfolding is high. 
3 September 1996. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences USA.
n Release of both native and non-native proteins from a
cis-only GroEL ternary complex. Steven G Burston,
Jonathan S Weissman, George W Farr, Wayne A Fenton
and Arthur L Horwich. Nature 383, 96–99.
Protein folding by the double-ring chaperonin GroEL is
initiated in cis ternary complexes, in which polypeptide is
sequestered in the central channel of a GroEL ring, capped by
the co-chaperonin GroES. The cis ternary complex is
dissociated (half-life of ~15 s) by trans-sided ATP hydrolysis,
which triggers release of GroES. For the substrate protein
rhodanese, only ~15% of cis-localized molecules attain their
native form before hydrolysis. A major issue concerning the
GroEL mechanism is whether both native and non-native
forms are released from the cis complex. Here the authors
address this issue using a ‘cis-only’ mixed-ring GroEL complex
that binds polypeptide and GroES on only one of its two rings.
This complex mediates refolding of rhodanese but, as with
wild-type GroEL, renaturation is quenched by addition of
mutant GroEL ‘traps’, which bind but do not release
polypeptide substrate. This indicates that non-native forms are
released from the cis complex. Quenching of refolding by traps
was also observed under physiological conditions, both in
undiluted Xenopus oocyte extract and in intact oocytes. The
authors conclude that release of non-native forms from GroEL
in vivo allows a kinetic partitioning among various chaperones
and proteolytic components, which determines both the
conformational and lifetime of a protein.
5 September 1996. Nature.
n Interaction of GroEL with conformational states of
horse cytochrome c. Masaru Hoshino, Yasushi Kawata
and Yuji Goto. J. Mol. Biol. 262, 575–587.
GroEL interacts with proteins in denatured states and
promotes their efficient folding. To understand the
conformational features required for the substrate, the authors
studied the interactions of GroEL with various derivatives of
horse cytochrome c including porphyrin-cytochrome c, apo-
cytochrome c, and the three fragments containing the heme
group, i.e. fragments 1–65, 1–38 and 11–21. Size-exclusion
chromatography was performed, taking advantage of the heme
absorption of the fluorescence label. Under low-salt conditions,
significant binding to GroEL was observed for porphyrin-
cytochrome c, apo-cytochrome c, and fragments 1–65 and 1–38,
but not for intact cytochrome c or fragment 11–21. On the other
hand, under conditions of high ionic strength, only apo-
cytochrome c remained tightly bound. Whereas porphyrin-
cytochrome c assumes a molten globule like compact
conformation with a native-like far-UV CD, apo-cytochrome c
shows  a compact conformation without an ordered secondary
structure. The far-UV CD spectra of the three fragments
indicated that the fragments lack an ordered secondary
structure. These results suggest that the fluctuating and
exposed hydrophobic clusters of the substrates are responsible
for the interaction, and that the interaction is modulated by
electrostatic interaction. It is notable that these characteristics
are similar to those of the interaction of cytochrome c
derivatives with negatively charged phospholipid membranes,
suggesting a common mechanism. Using fluorescence-labelled
apo-cytochrome c, the authors also measured the kinetics of the
interaction and estimated the association rate constant to be 5
× 107 M–1 s–1. This relatively fast association rate constant
indicates that the refolding rate of substrate protein is another
important factor determining the interaction.
4 October 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Substrate shuttling between the DnaK and GroEL
systems indicates a chaperone network promoting
protein folding. Alexander Buchberger, Hartwig Schröder,
Thomas Hesterkamp, Hans-Joachim Schönfeld and Bernd
Bukau. J. Mol. Biol. 261, 328–333.
GroEL and DnaK with their cofactors constitute the major
chaperone systems promoting protein folding in the E. coli
cytosol. The ability of GroEL to bind and promote folding of a
substrate released from DnaK led to the proposal that the
DnaK and GroEL systems act successively along a protein
folding pathway. Here the authors have investigated the role of
both systems in preventing aggregation and assisting refolding
of firefly luciferase denatured by guanidinium chloride and
heat. They find that DnaK and GroEL compete with each
other for binding to non-native luciferase. Addition of ATP
and cooperating proteins results in release of luciferase from
either chaperone in a non-native conformation. Only a small
fraction of luciferase molecules released from GroEL can reach
the native state. Instead, the released luciferase must bind
repeatedly to the DnaK system, and only then is it able to fold
to the native state. Thus, during a folding reaction, DnaK and
GroEL do not obligatorily act in succession by promoting
earlier and later protein folding steps, respectively. Rather, the
two chaperone systems and perhaps others can form a lateral
network of cooperating proteins. This chaperone network is
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proposed to be of particular importance for the assisted
refolding of proteins that are unfolded by stress treatment such
as heat shock and whose size is too large to allow folding inside
the substrate-binding cavity of the GroEL ring underneath
GroES.
23 August 1996. Journal of Molecular Biology.
n Crystal structure of a group I ribozyme domain:
principles of RNA packing. Jamie H Cate, Anne R
Gooding, Elaine Podell, Kaihong Zhou, Barbara L Golden,
Craig E Kundrot, Thomas R Cech and Jennifer A Doudna.
Science 273, 1678–1685.
Group I self-splicing introns catalyze their own excision from
precursor RNAs by way of a two-step transesterification
reaction. The 2.8 Å crystal structure of the P4–P6 domain of
the Tetrahymena thermophila intron is described. In the 160-
nucleotide domain, a sharp bend allows stacked helices of the
conserved core to pack alongside helices of an adjacent region.
Two specific long-range interactions clamp the two halves of
the domain together: a two-Mg2+-coordinated adenosine-rich
corkscrew plugs into the minor groove of a helix, and a GAAA
hairpin loop binds to a conserved 11-nucleotide internal loop.
Metal-mediated and ribose-mediated backbone contacts
further stabilize the close side-by-side helical packing. The
structure indicates the extent of RNA packing required for the
function of large ribozymes, the spliceosome, and the
ribosome.
20 September 1996. Science.
n RNA tertiary structure mediation by adenosine
platforms. Jamie H Cate, Anne R Gooding, Elaine Podell,
Kaihong Zhou, Barbara L Golden, Alexander A Szewczak,
Craig E Kundrot, Thomas R Cech and Jennifer A Doudna.
Science 273, 1696–1699.
The crystal structure of a group I intron domain reveals an
unexpected motif that mediates both intramolecular and
intermolecular interactions. At three separate locations in the
160-nucleotide domain, adjacent adenosines in the sequence
lie side-by-side and form a pseudo-base pair within a helix.
This adenosine platform opens the minor groove for base
stacking or base pairing with nucleotides from a noncontiguous
RNA strand. The platform motif has a distinctive chemical
modification signature that may enable its detection in other
structured RNAs. The ability of this motif to facilitate higher
order folding provides one explanation for the abundance of
adenosine residues in internal loops of many RNAs.
20 September 1996. Science.
n αa Helix–RNA major groove recognition in an HIV-1 Rev
peptide–RRE RNA complex. JL Battiste, H Mao, NS Rao,
R Tan, DR Muhandiram, LE Kay, AD Frankel and JR
Williamson. Science 273, 1547–1551.
The solution structure of an HIV-1 Rev peptide bound to
stem-loop IIB of the Rev response element (RRE) RNA was
solved by NMR spectroscopy. The Rev peptide has an α-
helical conformation and binds in the major groove of the RNA
near a purine-rich internal loop. Several arginine sidechains
make base-specific contacts, and an asparagine residue contacts
a G⋅A base pair. The phosphate backbone adjacent to a G⋅G
base pair adopts an unusual structure that allows the peptide to
access a widened major groove. The structure formed by the
two purine–purine base pairs of the RRE creates a distinctive
binding pocket that the peptide can use for specific
recognition.
13 September 1996. Science.
n Hepatitis delta virus ribozymes fold to generate a
solvent-inaccessible core with essential nucleotides
near the cleavage site phosphate. SP Rosenstein and
MD Been. Biochemistry 35, 11403–11413.
Self-cleaving sequences or ribozymes from the hepatitis delta
virus (HDV) genomic RNA and its complement form similar
secondary structures that suggest a core region and potential
active site composed of ‘single-stranded’ sequences. However,
there are few on tertiary interactions in these ribozymes, so
structural features were investigated using cross-linking and
hydroxyl radical cleavage. Cross links in cis and trans forms of
the antigenomic RNA were generated using the
photoactivatable azidophenacyl group tethered to the cleavage
site phosphate. The solvent-inaccessible regions of both the
genomic and antigenomic ribozymes were revealed by
cleavage in Fe(II)-EDTA. These data provide evidence for a
common tertiary structure for the HDV ribozymes.
3 September 1996. Biochemistry.
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